The most advanced Basketball systems available in the South Pacific. Tested and certified for International FIBA Level Two Basketball competition, Education QLD State Schools Basketball Specifications and Australian Design Standards.

Designed to be as stable and rigid as possible, this system feature offset weight locks, auxiliary locking braces and geometrically designed sway braces to minimise movement in all directions.

No longer do the systems rely on gravity and cables alone to secure them in place, rather engineered, mechanical designs similar to those used on aircraft landing gear.

- We are the leading supplier of FIBA certified systems in Australasia.
- Fully welded superstructure for strength.
- Armour glass backboard with lifetime warranty, and padding.
- Oversized main mast in a range of colours.
- Auxiliary locking arm to reduce pitch.
- Offset weight lock for rigidity.
- Sway braces to reduce yaw.
- Positive lock goal with tube net attachment and direct mount architecture.

Check the online video for a full demonstration of this system.
**FIBA CERTIFIED STADIA ROOF MOUNT BASKETBALL**

- Scalable to attachment height for increased stability.
- Independently laboratory certified and engineer approved for Australian conditions.
- Universal height adjustable backboard option
- Supplied with key operated electronic winches with auto-reversing protection and limit switch.
- The goal is positive locking for improved rebound. System does not allow spring to operate until 82 kg of pressure is applied.
- 180° hoop upgrade available on request
- Security safety straps upgrade available
- Clearplay - Cable retracts away from backboard as per rules
- Clearplay - No steel in front of backboard (on most models) as per rules

Please note custom configurations require longer lead times and additional costs and all installations require structural steel beams to already be in place.

**System:** Basketball  
**Product Code:** BBSTR  
**Related Products:** BBESR BBESW BBSTW

CONTACT US TODAY FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
www.hitechsports.com.au  
info@hitechsports.com.au  
PO Box 38 Wilston Qld 4051  
1300 500 314  07 3168 2978
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